2017 General Plan Survey “Other” Comments
Question 1: What are the main reasons you live in Pleasant Grove?
Other Comments
i don't live there, i been looking, thinking too
Drain the swamp
It was where we could find an affordable home, many years ago. Not so much now.
I love my neighborhood and my neighbors!
Neighborhood & friends
We bought a HUD home in 1983, raised our ten children, didn't have any reason or desire to
move.
Sense of community
We simply found a suitable building lot in Pleasant Grove.
Close to employment
I feel a lot of the reasons for living here are less and less. To many new housing complexes
great neighbors
Sense of community
Drawn here.
I have lived here for years, but it is getting to expensive to stay
Married. Wife had home in P.G.
Nostalgia
Affordable was the reason we moved her but it is becoming less affordable with the rising taxes.
Our property taxes have more than doubled and all of the other taxes and fees the city
continues to raise.
The people!!
I have the best neighbors
Many friends who grew up here who absolutely loved it. Nicely located between points in Utah
County and Salt Lake County.
Location
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community events, community "feel", great people
central location
There once was a strong sense of comunity, and history.
I move here over 50 years ago it was a very small town and that was just like where we move
from. My husband work at Genva and did want to drive from Heber we raised our family here.
Love the small town feel w/out being completely isolated in a small town.
Hubby is sick and living with family
Great community
Small town feel, but big city convenience
Definitely PG its not affordable
Small Downtown feel with LOW rise buildings
Rural when I moved here
Found our dream house
Great people
There was a time when the city government put the residents first, but that is no longer the
case. We have become nothing more than a source of revenue for the employees. They behave
like pigs at slop, and just keep coming back demanding more.
I wish Eric Jensen and Cydney Lemone would start being nicer to people.
Location
Convenient distance from work
Central to many things between Provo and Salt Lake
My kids have moved because they keep popping tires and ruining alignment.
Great place to raise children
The house we wanted just happened to be here.
Proximity to temple
Hometown feeling.
this is just where we found a house when we were ready to buy
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I follow my heart
The "homey" feeling that is here in Pleasant Grove
Work here
Close to work
I'm retired, but originally it was due to my employment.
A terrible lapse in judgment
Found the house I wanted to buy
Grew Up Here, nice suburb area
When we were looking to buy a home, the construction company my husband worked for at the
time was working on the street we now live on. He asked how much it would cost to build a
home, things got started, and here we are 32 years later. That's why we came here. We stay
here because we like the neighborhood, we like that there isn't a lot of wind, the area has a
peaceful feel to it, and we have been happy here so why change?
Small town feel
Family ties to the area although I didn't grow up here
Not as built up and crazy as Orem and more family friendly.
location to provo and salt lake
Rec Center
It had a nice historical district, but....
We came to visit friends who lived her when we lived in Lindon and needed a bigger home. we
found one and moved here.
Close to family
Between Provo and Salt Lake
went to schools here
Sr. Housing development in my price range
Had a home for sale we liked and could afford.
Close to family
The location of our home fell into our laps to build. Not in our plans, but we love it!
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We moved here shortly after we married and feel our roots are here.
Small town feel with big town amenities, central to everything I need.
Small Town Look and Feel
Got merried
Home
It'seems where my family is from. This town is now overrated and run by spendaholics
Location
PG is surrounded by cities with great Retail...not so much IN PG
Close to tech hubs but with a small town feel
Great neighborhood--"felt right"
It's become home but moved here 20 years ago because it was affordable
Not the roads. That makes me want to move.
The view and the house we found and bought
Proximity to both work + recreation areas
I love it here
Location, situated between SLC and Provo
My husband grew up here.
Love it
I love the roads and the transparent City Council...NOT
I have equity in my house
PG is a beautiful town. Let's keep the trees and keep it small.
Smaller City
It is a tie between the amazing Roads and honest government officials
Close to the Mt. Timpanogos temple
Great neighborhood and church
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QUESTION 4: Which of the following types of commercial growth are most important
to Pleasant Grove? (Check any that apply)
dinning
The city should cut restrictions and taxes so more companies will come. Let the free market
decide which companies come.
Large businesses that will bring income into PG like Lindon has done.
Drain the swamp
Reduce overpaid government employees
anything to diversify the tax base
It shouldn't matter--the city SHOULD NOT micromanage this. Let the people with money fill the
spaces. A free market allows that to happen naturally--supply and demand will keep companies
in business.
I sure with the city planners would have considered allowing big box stores and other
businesses that had shown interest in building and establishing themselves in Pleasant Grove.
Those businesses now thrive in Lindon, American Fork, and Lehi, giving those cities and
communities lots of tax revenue. Our family shops in Orem, Lindon, American Fork, and Lehi,
as a result of those businesses not being in Pleasant Grove.
Good Chinese restaurant with takeout :-)
All of the above a great. Included on the list might be an indoor pool and other recreation related
entrepreneurial growth related activities. Great stuff :)

Not a specific. Bringing in business is important however needs to be vetted and NOT based on
council members person interest and/or gain.
heavy or light industry
HIGH SPEED GIG INTERNET TO HOME
No more commercial growth!
Trader Joe, crate and barrel, cracker barrel
Tire and alignment shops!!
Trader Joe's, Technology Companies
Offices
classy establishments that bring the most tax revenue
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None
Doterra
None. if i need those things I can drive to Orem or AF
None. Quit acting like you are wealthy developers. You have no money. Those are our tax
dollars.
Get some big box stores. Skip the snake oil salesmen that will be gone with the fad.
An arcade Game Center,
indoor pool
Hotel/motel
Indoor pool
Anything, but government to allow free market to take care of
How about supporting existing business?
emailing major chains that will never come to PG
Not Bedroom communities. We have too many
Roads.
Sam's Club
This question should be we are going to increase your taxes, and then give it to one of our
friends to open a business. Lets be honest people.
Fix street conditions
The city needs to start listening to the people and fix roads first. Start at the infrastructure.
food trucks
Health Food Store (Sprouts)
Health Food Store (Sprouts)
High Tech Engineering Firms
If the roads were maintained, more economic development would come.
None!
Ice rink, indoor pool
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Business Tax Base in General, but PG is perhaps the Worst in the Valley at this! Old timers
need to get over it and look to to future
S
Organic or farmers markets... Whole food market
small businesses
Alternative (healthy lifestyle) grocer/eatery i.e. Trader Joe's, Sprouts
Commercial growth to me is less about community needs because I feel that most services I
need are near by but more about the best projects for an increase in city revenue.
Specialized businesses on Main Street that people will travel to
Sams club!
The market should decide.
Corporate Offices
Industrial outside the city; some businesses to keep the downtown alive so it doesn't become a
government ghetto.
none, but the council will continue to give tax cuts while they raise taxs. it is their solution to
every problem.
Something to provide a tax base
No more commercial growth!
Vegan restaurant or health food stores
This is what I feel is important to me. The question wasn't very clear, to me. :)
Office buildings
We are a bedroom community!
Tattoo Parlors and Bars
There is too much growth already
More family activities. Theme Park?
Tire shop to fix all the tires from the bad roads
HOOTERS!!!
As if the city cares what we think about this anyway
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Upgrade the roads.
Let business decide who wants to build instead of the city. City ordinances and restrictions are
extremely excessive and halt business growth
Entertainment
sales tax revenue generating
Corporate offices
Restaurants
All
Literally anything
All
I don’t see used car lots. Those seem to be a priority.
Corporate growth
Not sure on this one. We definitely need more tax base, but we need to keep the small-town feel
of our city. I love the concept of growth near the freeway.
Question 7: What are the most appealing qualities of your neighborhood? (Check any
that apply)
Keeping government out of my neighborhood.
Drain the swamp
Close to other towns
I have complaine many times about my neighbor's back yard many times to police dept and
nothing ever gets done 3 junk cars and other junk weeds to your waste.
Allowance of accessory apartments has been a big detriment to quality of our neighborhood.
Still bothered as this has essentially been a violation of the covenants that existed when we
made the decision to build our home in the location we chose. Very unfortunate decision of the
city!
We live in an established neighborhood, where most of the residents have lived here a long
time. We love our neighbors.
Their are lot's of good qualities. But the roads, gutters (and concrete dips across roads) are in
sad shape.
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I prefer large lots, though that doesn't describe my neighborhood.
Maintaining the above while bringing in industry that will add to the financial needs with out
decreasing property values. NO MORE HIGH DENSITY HOUSING. Incentives to building and
using open space by the freeway/pleasant grove blvd.
Ease of access, beautiful view
PG Roads Suck
Close to school and a park
Would be nice to drive on the roads without worrying about ruining my car!
I like having larger property. I'm irritated that developers want to come in and put in high density
Parking
PG is not close to anything. All my shopping (except grocery) is in American Fork and Orem.
Same with eating out.
Neighbors not members of PG United and the crooked council.
Allowing accessory apartments is changing our quiet, single-family neighborhoods. Soon, the
entire city will resemble multi-family housing, similar to what happened in Orem years ago.
Close to state roads.
Car jacking all the time and landscaping is awful.
Close to Lindon so I don't have to drive on many PG Roads
General cleanliness; Pleasant Grove needs to be more strict about anti-littering towards
smokers and alcohol users. Such laws need to be more easily and strictly enforced.

The rural, farm feel

Roads need repaired and fixed
We had a great scene of community a few years ago. The greed of the city destroyed it. Now
we have higher taxes and a lower quality of life.
Terrible roads tho
The road in front of my house is falling apart though.
Rent is affordable
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That's literally It! If you aren't Morman in a nicer neighbourhood you and your children are
shunned. So sad!
I would like to check a few others that I value, but are not the case such as well kept
landscaping, large lots
Close to trails
None of those describe my neighborhood
School
No high density housing
close to major roads that can take me to community's with business I want to shop at, and roads
I want to drive on.
Keep each other informed on Facebook!
Small Town Bedroom community
We're seeing more crime. This is the 1st yr we've had to call police & we've lived here 25 yrs.
As a realtor, it's hard to sell houses because of the condition of the roads.
Affordable rent
Close to LINDON
The roads are horrible.
Low density!
Used to be good and safe no older people dying and some have become rentals and we are
now having drug problems so not as happy
Not one crooked council member lives in my neighborhood
One of the only good roads in town

Question 8: Which of the following conditions are problems in your neighborhood?
(Check any that apply)
none
All of the things listed (except crime, unattended animals, and vandalism) are the right of the
property owner.
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Noisy at night making it difficult to sleep well. All neighbors have two or more dogs. Many bark
for long periods of time, and are allowed to use my yard as their bathroom. Two neighbors are
raising puppies.

Smoker's throughing cigs Butt's everywhere, should be fine. Smoking around baby's, adults,
eldery.
Roads are terrible in Pleasant Grove.
Drain the swamp

Bad road conditions!
Streets
Nothing.
We've had a lot of robbery in our neighborhood, thus the crime and Vandalism marks.
Bad roads. Fix the roads!!!!
Crap roads
None of the above.
Barbwire and Lace Event Parking/Traffic and that they burn their trash!!!
None of the above
We have lived in our neighborhood for 34 years. The road has never been re-paved. The new
subdivision that was built behind our home presents a problem. The home right behind us is
only 9 feet behind the fence. The neighbors have damaged our fence and other structures,
taunted our dogs, keep their 12 outside lights on all night, have all night parties, are loud in their
voices and music, which is annoying during the summer time when they party through the night.
The builder was given a variance from building codes to allow them to construct the home so
closely to our back yard fence. We wish Pleasant Grove City would have maintained
consistency when giving them a licence to build so close. When we remodeled our home, we
strictly followed the building codes. A variance should not have been allowed when the home
behind us was built.
#1 road conditions

Roads, gutters (and concrete dips across roads) are in sad shape.
Sewer treatment/composting stench. Speeding traffic on 450 South. And Skunks!
People who don't clean up after their dogs (e.g. on Murdock Canal trail)
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excessive expansion of housing with dirt & noise, need traffic light at S. Locust and E1000S
Terrible roads. 100 north has not been repaired in 14 years
A mindset of smart improvements will address Vacant Buildings and Vandalism. Being smart
about business and growth.
None
traffic noise

no high speed internet. On low speed century link available
No issues in my neighborhood!!
Terrible roads
500 N/Grove Creek Dr has TWO HOARDERS!! FINE THEM!
none
Gang tagging
PG ROADS SUCK
No problems
Multi-family housing seems way out of balance in PG with single homes or even duplex homes
Increasing rates of city utilities
I like my neighborhood
neighbors that violate rental rules
Too many homes adding secondary (and third) apartments, many not legal.

Allowing accessory apartments. We don't need anymore multi-family housing or multi-families
living in one house!

Really bad roads

Road conditions and plowing
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poor condition of roads

Accessory apartments popping up everywhere

A barking dog. Same dog barks every night all night for years.
Council members that don't follow the law.
Crappy roads
horrible condition or roads (potholes, uneven)
Sidewalk isn't available the entire length of the street.

the DAMN roads!!!!
Poor Roads

Late-night revelry/noise/profanity)
a lot of people park on the street every night.

The main city water pipe broke and I have a $32,000 bill for my home flooding and the city will
not help me at all. This is dishonest and immoral. I was not responsible for keeping the water
line in good repair. It has broken 5 times on my street and will break again and ruin my home
again. I am older and a widow and I am now financially ruined because of Pleasant Grove City.
Barking dogs!
People who don't pick up after their pets
Expensive Utilities
Incompatible land use: Smokers and alcohol abusers and littering. Pleasant Grove's laws could
be much stricter against smokers and alcohol abusers, including in apartments and
condominiums, and more strictly enforced.

Road conditions following construction projects
Fine. Don't change it by reducing lot size.
The roads are my only complaint
This could be because I live by council members, and they are not required to follow the same
laws the regular citizens are.
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Crappy roads
Huge pot holes on our roads and on all of them
illegal conversions of duplexes to four-plexes
As stated before, the street is the worst.
Dark barking at sleeping times, commercial building right in our back yard
The train that comes by our apartment multiple times a day is very loud. The city would be
better served by adding crossing arms and a no horn zone.
Our sidewalks are horrible/ non existent
Accessory apartments without off-street parking is becoming a big problem. Several renters
cars parked on roads.

Drug dealers, #1 is unattended dogs!

Drug dealers, #1 is unattended dogs!
Roads
Cannot think of a problem
None of the above - LOVE my neighborhood!
Bad roads
None
Urban deer herds and raccoon families
Too many neighbors do not shovel snow off side walks also not enough street lighting.
Storm drainage
Deer, Roads
We do well in our neighborhood.
roads
None of the above
Lack of sidewalks around field part of Central Elementary. Also, some of the apartment
neighbors currently are not the best, but most of the time, they are decent.
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Cost of utilities (pg water)
I am lucky with my neighborhood and don't deal with these issues.
Graffiti
A garbage dump and wrecked and abandon cars on property that is zoned for family housing
only!!
The house across the street has been empty for over 10 years and is not for sale
This is only one neighbor really, but we have had a real problem with them.
Does not meet Complete Streets standard, hazardous sidewalks, lack of street trees or
landscaped medians, dilapidated park playground, too few parks and greenways

Stormwater drainage has been a major issue for our home, Walker Ridge sub-division (smaller
one). We've constantly raised the issue of water run-off to the City, Developer, Builders and now
home owners. Nothing has been done and we are now experiencing flooding in our basement
as a result. It appears that the City is content to collect fees and issue permits but not enforce
codes. What a racket!
There was one house that the residents never watered the lawn, but the house is now vacant
and has been flipped. The current owner has been very responsible about keeping up the lot.
The worst problem right now in our neighborhood is getting to our house by using 900 South. It
is in abominable shape.
The sidewalks and road are all cracked up and uneven.
Marked on-street parking - but reality is in most cases they have no other options - perhaps
some red curbed areas in tightest spots
The Lions club lot is unkept, garbage, weeds, debris.
Small lot size, street lighting is poor, water pressure is poor
Flagrant code and zoning violations
irrigation water has varying pressure and is so dirty our neighborhood is constantly having to
pay for maintenance on our sprinklers
not really anything
Lack of sidewalks
Neighbors won't teach their dogs to stop barking!!!
Street condition
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how can you people show up to church on Sunday knowing what you have done to the roads
and infrastructure.
Condition of streets and sidewalks
Cost of fees and taxes
None
Rentals
I live in a very good neighborhood. We are diverse, but everyone is helpful and kind.
no problems
noise from neighbors, excessive fireworks, new houses with tiny lots, lack of speed bumps on
Orchard Dr
Roads need repaving
Trash cans should be placed BEHIND fence NOT front yard!
Terrible condition of roads and deteriorating sidewalks.
Deer and raccoons
none
City taxes and cost of living in PG
potholes!
Condition of the Roads
Street pavement condition
The Roads Suck! Why didn't you list that? Embarrassed?
Dogs that bark without stopping..are the owners deaf?
The new grovecrest elementary. Took away our view!
Af hospital expansion. I don't want a huge building being erectected right behind my home. Will
PG commit to helping stop this?
Slow as tar road construction
Roads
The roads are in horrible shape. Hardly any sidewalks.
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The roads are the problems.
Roads
My roads suck!!!
Roads are not maintained.
None
The roads are bad.
None of the above
Fast driving cars make it unsafe for kids to ride bikes
I have to pay for sewer
Lions club is too loud. Constant shooting can be held. We get litter from all the parties in our
yard
There has been an increase of drug use/dealing in my neighborhood. Other crime is minimal,
drugs are the problem.
Not everyone has a nice road
Reckless drivers in church parking lots
Deer

Question 9: Check any of the following activities in which you participate in Pleasant
Grove, or in another city.
Auto
Drain the swamp
Surrounding cities have much better shopping and dining options.
I used to shop at the Maceys in Pleasant Grove. However, the current management at that store
is not friendly like it used to be, especially the grocery manager. All of my shopping is done at
other stores outside of Pleasant Grove.
It's a challenge riding a bicycle in city. Always dodging roadway cracks, holes, etc.
movies
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Open houses, community fairs and events for community growth, awareness and entertainment.
Dodge pot holes and the police in PG
Medical services
Medical- but I go to the doctor best for me and my family not the one closest to me.
I drive to Salt Lake to shop at Trader Joe's. They are coming to Utah County we should try to
get them to be here.
I do 90% of my errands outside of PG!
entertainment
Another Rec Center
Indoor pool
Dodging POT HOLES mostly in PG not other cities
pleasant grove seems to have low quality services at a high price.
Local family-friendly activities are always great. Christa McAuliffe Space Education Center is
one possible and non-exclusive example.
Swim
indoor pool-competitive
Hard to drive alot
We are a drivable community. I have to drive to other communities for almost everything, but
someday we will have Sexy businesses.
Sit down restaurants
Excercising
firness center
Please get our roads fixed
Going to the movies
Working. PG needs more professional jobs in the city
Work - my husband's and my jobs are outside of the city
Swim team. Indoor pool
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shopping for clothes, shoes, school dances
Rec center with indoor pool
Movies, Rec. Programs (peewee leagues)
see my Tax dollars wasted? In City
I used to do a lot of the first few things when my children were young. I have lived here for 42
years.
Do most of my dining and shopping outside PG
Desperately need more options to shop and eat inside the city. I have to go to AF or Lehi for
everything. Even the "real" walmart is in Lindon
Pretty much everything
This is none of your business! It is not the city's job to create or control one of the activities on
this list. That is your problem. Get over your self and just manage the city. Quit acting like a
cruise director!!
Speedflying
Movie
indoor swimming - I go to Orem
Adaptive rec - my children have disabilities that pg rec does not accommodate Luke Orem,
Provo, Mapleton, and AF.
Work
Fix roads
I want my roads fixed.
Dr visits, dentist
Dodge Pot Holes
How can I participate in non-existent activities?
I can't hardly drive anywhere. I have had to pay 4 new tires and alignment.
Restaurant ?????
Support angry city council members
Drive on roads that have been maintained
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Attend the temple

Question 10: Which of the following recreational facilities should be developed or
expanded in Pleasant Grove?
Excess money should be spent on fixing the roads.
indoor soccer
Playground put in at the Manila Park. More fish stocking
Drain the swamp
Fire overpaid staff that lies to the public
The people who want these facilities built should pay for them...not taxes.
Make the pipe plant into sports fields, playground, and a park like you said you would
It's too bad that PGHS swim team always has to use other facilities swim practice, when there is
a pool adjacent to the HS. Pleasant Grove missed a valuable opportunity when it build the pool,
that it didn't build it for year round use. We bike
Better road surfaces to access the facilities we already have. What good are more facilities if the
roads are garbage???
Just fix the roads. We're good otherwise, aside from bringing in good business, even to run
places like a pool.
My family and I would LOVE nearby racquetball courts!
Development of parks with large trees (see Scera Park in Orem, Liberty Park in SLC); Nielsens
Grove Park (Orem) is also a good park to draw inspiration from.
In regards to soccer, we have a large participation base with very little local facilities for
participation. Do we have swamp land that can be converted and used for multi sports. Soccer,
football, lacrosse and others.
Theater
We need a park in the south west part of the city (between Pleasant Grove Blvd. and N. County
Blvd/2000 W. Street). There are no community parks in the area, but there is a lot of new
housing going up.
Shooting range
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The indoor pool was already planned years ago. And was part of a bond years ago, it should
have been finished already
Recreational facilities should not be as high a priority as roads. Fix the roads.
Shooting Range
Fix Anderson Park!!
Fix the damn roads!! Cut all this crap and FIX the DAMN ROADS
Police station
Non of these are necessary. What we have needs to be kept in good repair. I have no
confidence in building and improving other areas when what we have doesn't seem to be well
upkept.
improve outdoor pool
Dont devop new things until bonds are paid off. Let me use my money for my priorities, not tax
dollars to devlop others' priorities
I think we are doing well
Library is small and old
The murdock canal trail was a huge boost to our family's recreation. Please add more
basketball courts! Our family would also love an indoor pool and year round swim team.
Don't wast money on something you cant afford, and wont take care of after you buy it.
The solution to every problem with this council "Raise Taxs"
Rec center programs for low income families! Everyone else around us has it!
All require more tax funds ...
Fix the DAMN roads!!!
Splash pad
stop stealing from the public
Splash pad
We would LOVE an indoor swimming pool
WE NEED AN INDOOR POOL
Places like and similar to Christa McAuliffe Space Education Center should also be kept and
maintained.
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Kidding right? We have already been taxed so much!!! Fix the roads before anything

You should increase maintain what you have, and quit hiding your poor management behind
false promises of what you might add in the future.
It's thinking like this that bankrupts cities. Stop it.
None. Let private businesses do that.
Dog Park!
Only if it doesn't cost homeowners more money in taxes
Bike Trails
bike trails
Government shouldn't required a tax on this.
Why is it up to the city to provide any of these activities with such poor roads?
When I voted to the Rec Center bond, we were promised that the indoor pool would happen
within 2-3 years. It has been over 10 and it is frustrating that I voted for something that I would
buy a family rec pass for (I Don't buy one now) and it keeps getting shoved down the line. I do
think that the money and families that you would attract PLUS all of the money that the swim
team puts into American Fork would make it a more viable option sooner than later.
Splash Pad
Splash pad
The Parks don't need to be expanded, but ALL, and I am on the beautification commission so I
see and review them, need better maintenance, better lawn care, weed control and planting and
care for trees. Look at the amazing value of Orem and provo parks with large beatiful trees and
well maintained green spaces. Our downtown park had the large trees, but the park is a dump.
Grass is terrible, playground is bad, and the restroom is something that is absolutely despicable
Anything that's not a money pit (can we get out the golf course commitment?)
Splash pad
outdoor pickleball courts
I think the city has higher priorities at this time. For all the people who claim they would use an
indoor pool, I believe VERY few actually would. Many say we need a new library (because the
city likes to spread the untrue rumor that the upper floor is structurally unsound), but when I go
to the library, very few people are there.
Indoor/outdoor shooting range
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Pickleball courts
BMX/Pump track, velodrome, disc golf
We should develop a soccer/lacrosse complex that would attract teams from the entire valley
more but smaller parks
Better roads before anything else
When did you suddenly get money? you have been telling us you are broke for three years to
get the grand and spacious public safty building.
They need to fix the roads.
Privately expanded
Dog Park
So Annoying how you want to be fun....Just manage the city. Quit acting like a cruise director!!
Splash pad
Adult activities for 40 and older
Why is it so expensive to reserve a city park. When I called in they said 100 bucks. Saratoga
was 20 bucks.
We're paying too much toward libraries and recreation programs when other good options exist.
Don't fund or expand anything like most of the council want to do
Why do you have to expand any recreation services? Fix the roads.
Multi-use trail systems
Recreational Canibus
NONE NONE NONE. Please stop raising my taxes to pay for people's kids to have fun.
Shooting or archery range
It is not the governments job to be create activities for the public. I don't want to pay for it.
None of the above. Roads need to be repaired first
Mountain Bike Trails on foothills
Special needs activities
Splash pads
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I'm sick and tired of your Tax Tax Tax. ENOUGH!!
Roads first. Stop spending money we don't have and get priorities straight.
INFRASTRUCTURE.
Roads might be fun.
INDOOR POOL!!!
FOOTBALL fields

Question 13: For which of the following services and facilities do you think the City
should explore funding possibilities? (Check any that apply)
We can use the money we already collect. No need to "explore funding possibilities" (just call it
what it is: raise taxes)
We already pay a lot for road improvement & no improvement seems to be going on so I am not
promoting increasing taxes for something already being funded but not being used for that
purpose.
See Next Question
I am told we have the worst paved roads in Utah County. I agree.
Drain the swamp
Fixing the streets should be #1. I am tired of how bad our streets are.
Streets. Everything else is fine. Stop spending taxes on unnecessary services.
Funding is already in place for streets/roads and related infrastructure projects.
If it can't be self funded through use fees, don't do it. No tax or utility increases!
Secondary Water (for irrigation) south of State Street.
Theater l
the city already has the money to improve any of these
high speed internet
Yeah, our street has zero lighting and my vehicle has be vandalized twice, not to mention all the
other problems
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We already have the needed funds for necessary projects.
PG has the funds. Quit building Taj Mahal and fix the roads
Police station
A new and safer fire department building
Do you mean donations or taxes? I would consider taxes for water storage to buffer drought inst
ad of paying high fees to some one else.
A county library system would be much preferable (like Salt Lake).
recycle pick up every week
You have not even spent the bond money, and you want more. Greed!
the pipes and stuff under the streets.
Despite the councils behavior taxing the residents more should not be considered easy way to
grab some fast cash.
Options for disabled and low income families to participate
Fix the DAMN roads!!!
get your crap together before you ask for more money from me.
New police station. Why do we not look after the people that protect us with their lives?
A bubble for the pool!
The Christa McAuliffe Space Education Center, and similar.
We need a swimming pool for several reasons. It will bring money to city, jobs for youth, swim
teams need a place all year round. If not build a indoor pool at least get a bubble for existing
pool. It is a big need for many people in PG. It is a popular sport with the young people in our
community.
No more taxes. Tighten up the budget and fix the roads
Raise taxs. You mean to say raise taxes. That is the only solution you have to anything.
Actually, cut everything in this list except for utility infrastructure until it and roads are fixed.
Roads!!!!
Cut overspending
Any areas inadequately funded. Not sure what funds are available now
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I would recommend bonding only for money-making enterprises
LED street lighting
No funding. Fix it.
None! Do the necessary cuts to fix the roads with out borrowing money
Stop trying to raise taxes.
Pleasant Grove should invest in a fiber optic network. Joining Utopia would be helpful.
Splash Pad
Ice skating rink
Retrofit street lighting to reduce light pollution, move clock tower into downtown "town square"
irrigation water
I pay taxes, please fix the streets
We know you won't because you have lied about it so many times.
Cleaning up and taking pride in Cemetery!!!
Manage our resources better. We have enough we do t have leaders who manage well
Funding from citizens? We cannot continue to be PGs personal bankers!
Fire. Police. Courts
They don't need to raise more taxes. Just use money wisely and not be wasteful and spend on
things that are not important.
Seek private funding
No more taxes for anything!!@
Architecture should be historical - NOT MODERN
Putting a lighted crossing sign at the crosswalk at the jr. high. My kids have had many near
misses with cars and have difficulty crossing especially at night. Drivers can not see
pedestrians!!!!! Also having a venue for the arts for concerts, theatre etc. Most cities have
something besides school auditoriums
Sewer lines - mine is broken under the street
Utopia Fiber Optic Internet
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If funding options means grants with np matching OK. Otherwise, quit trying to squeeze more
money out of citizens.
Will you start working on what everyone wants like the Roads? Or will you start with what NO
ONE wants like you did last time?
we are spending too much already. Keep our taxes from increasing.
Google fiber would be nice.
No more raising our taxes and fees!!!!!!!!!!!!
Arts programs
Some clubs are willing to help coordinate grant submissions and fundraising for things like
soccer fields in exchange for rights to use facilities with local youth
Not street improvements. Just fix them
You are considering funding more parks and an indoor swimming pool? Are you that out of
touch with the residents? Fix our roads. Do you need a survey to get this message?
More bankrupt Hotelier Developers
None. The city collects enough money, it is just mismanaged. Please stop raising taxes and just
use current funds for the actual NEEDS of this city.
Needs before wants!!!!! When will the city listen???
Roads only
Fix the damn Roads
NEEDS BEFORE WANTS
Google Fiber!
Pleasant Grove has the worst quality of roads of any city it's size in Utah. HELP US!

Question 14: Rate the importance of the following issues facing Pleasant Grove. (1 =
Most important 5 = Least important)
City needs to do Zero Based Budgeting
Better snow removal, and filtering the gray water for lawns
Drain the swamp
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Fix the streets
Reduce government corruption
I don't know if I did that one right...sorry, I'm confused :)
LESS SPENDING! Please stop trying to control everything.
Complete focus on infrastructure.
I'm not interested in a "small town" lifestyle, especially when my tax dollars are spent in
neighboring cities. I like these other cities that are thriving because they allowed businesses that
people like to shop at regularly and offer goods and services that we need and use. I wish
Pleasant Grove would not keep building so many apartment complexes. We have become a
"sleepy" town where people live, but shop and dine and spend their money elsewhere. One
need not look far to see yet another development of apartments and condos being built...again.
1 - Attract higher-quality eating establishments (Famous Daves, Cheesecake Factory, Olive
Garden); 1 - Reduce sewer/composting smell
Small groups of special interest (Spandex Bicyclist) should not have city funds specific to them.
If bike lanes are required and funds needed let them fund them. If my family uses a soccer or
baseball field or park we pay a fee to play.
small town feel already gone
high speed internet
Street lighting
Incentivized property clean-up program
Replace Cyd and Eric
Less apartment building and multi-family housing!
First - Fixing the mosquito nursery created by the city and located at 850 N 700 W
I'm not sure how to rate that? Does it mean we want you to spend less on programs and
services?? No don't spend less!
Get some lucrative businesses & not just office bldgs & apartments in our town!!
Please don't reduce any programs and services. Please add more (yearly garbage pickup,
green waste pickup, leaf waste service in the fall, weekly recycling pickup, etc)
more quality business tax revenue. no more multi-family/low income housing. more outdoor
activity paths. the pool doesn't need to be indoor, just a better outdoor pool-like Lindon. one nice
park in the downtown area would be enough open space there. Including a splash pad in the
park downtown would be awesome and would draw people there.
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You should maintain a budget like real people are expected to.
Indoor Pool
Fix the DAMN roads!!
the last bike park went over budget about 1000% please don't waste more of our money on that
garbage.
Cut back on some things, but not on law enforcement. Pleasant Grove is so full of crime and
drugs that the problem is critical. Also, the last thing this community needs is a Class 6 Sexual
Rehabilitation Center. My son has a degree in Psycology and says that once a person is a
Class 6, they cannot be rehabilitated. We will just have innocent victims sexually abused and I
am sure the the city will not accept any responsibility for that either.
Pleasant Grove City needs to ensure that cleaning of littering throughout the city is more strictly
enforced, particularly with smokers and alcohol users.
Less spending should not be on here. It just needs to be done!
City's debt burden
Why would you even put historical on the list? You are demolishing everything old in town.
Where is feed the greed and pride of our employees? That seems to be important to the council.
Why is that not an option.
Make proporty rights the first priority. Revoke accessory appartment restrictions.
I don't believe all options have been explored to START fixing our roads!
Less spending. Roads!
Fiber internet, and do it before street repair.
I wish that Utah County had a county wide system.
Roads? Remember.
You need better youth programs. So your last question "less spending, ect" should say Less
spending, cut official wages, new buildings, increase programs. You seem to have it all wrong!
Install fiber optic network for residential & business internet access. Centurlink and Comcast are
not cutting it.
I just want to emphasize that I am an avid cyclist for recreation and as a bike commuter year
around and we don't need money spent on bike lanes, etc. Murdock Canal is great and the
shoulders on major roads are sufficient. Put the money into just fixing the roads we have that
are some of the worst in the valley!
I wish, on the sidewalks, you would just opt to do the entire city, and assess residents
(depending on what their lot needs) a share of the cost. For example, my home has sidewalk,
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but no curb and gutter, because there's a big utility pole in the street. It would be cost effective if
the city tackled that as a whole city, instead of piecemeal as in the past. Those that have curb,
gutter, sidewalk installed should be exempt, as they've already paid their share.
Indoor pool!
I think the city should provide less subsidy to the pool and rec. They should be self-sustaining.
We need to stop developing all this multi-family/low cost housing. PG will be turned into ghetto if
we continue. I didn't vote on population growth because I don't know if you mean controlling it or
expanding it. I'm for controlling our population explosion in PG. Let's have quality homes, and
less multi-family.
It would be nice to combine the rec/pool passes to be lower cost similar to AF Rec.
What did you mean by population growth? I'm for it. Bring on the new neighbors!
We cant have new things without spending money just dont think we're going to go hog wild like
some planners thought we would for the new city/fire/police building that got voted down twice.
The city has an enormous debt, at least $85 million. Pay it down.
Fix the streets
Did Jason abuse more kids, and force them to campaign for you guys? Is that why you have so
many questions about bike paths?
Taking care of Cemetery (Weeding, Watering and mowing)
Use it up, wear it out, make it do or do without.
Less spending, slow down!!
Job Creation!!?? A City is NOT an employment Agency!! Staff is a swamp of Nepotism.
Employees in the city are quitting because go meddling Council members
affordable housing: 2 aspects need attention - multi-family housing needs to offer options for
lower income families. 2) developers need to build more starter homes. There is a true shortage
of starter homes in our community.
enforce recycling.
I have horrible internet options for my home. Poor infrastructure from CenturyLink/Comcast
I'm happy to pitch in for things like street improvements, but I don't want to have permanent
increases in all my city taxes and utility rates as well when the streets are still not being fixed.
We don't need more stop lights until our roads are better.
3. Improve the infrastructure 4. Provide a safe place to live (drugs, theft, crime)
Stop bleeding the citizens dry and stop spending.
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Stop spending out money on frivolous stuff. Get rid of Cyd Lemone and Eric Jensen. They only
want to spend and be rude to citizens.
Seriously? There is like 3 things this City has the competency to even attempt!
Stop raising taxes. Stop overspending. Fix the roads.
Street lighting for safety
Seriously! We took a survey a few years ago. You didn't listen then. Fix our roads!!!! Needs
before wants.
You asked this same question in 2011. You ignored our response then and you will ignore our
response now. Thanks for serving. Now please resign and make room for change.
We look like a "C" city. If we ever want to be an "A" or "B" city we need to change our priorities
and start working on infrastructure. Everything is so run down....
why do you keep asking about the old buildings when you know you plan to tear them all down?
Google Fiber! (Note the $65 a month question for internet is too expensive. We get ours for
about that rate for under $30 a month)
Less Regulation

Question 17: What does Downtown need more of? (Check any that apply)
Other:
Allow capitalism to work freely.
I shop at Smith's and Ace Hardware. If there were a good quality clothing store, I would shop
there. My guess is others wouldn't as so may like discount stores.
Drain the swamp
Historical buildings
It just needs more of a space. Like in many small towns in Utah where the main street runs
down the middle of town. Our downtown is just in the wrong place. I don't know how to fix that.
Stop trying to micromanage--let the people with money fill the space!
Downtown doesn't "need" more of anything that's not already there. Modest public services
(police, fire, city hall).
We do NOT NEED these things at the expense of choice things we do already have
Better road surfaces!
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A good bakery, perhaps Kneaders. Good Chinese rest. with takeout.
Improved sidewalks, roads and building facades.
buy PG theater and expand volunteer theatical events
Viable, vetted business that maintain a clean and orderly market space..
Nothing leave it alone. No more taxes!!
Free Market
Gluten free restaurants
Better use of space (the park could be transformed into new city offices)
Make Downtown a siren free - PSB free zone
A new, safer fire department building.
I would think you would need a destination, so maybe a slash pad, that is seasonal. I'm not sure
anything can fix what was done years ago. There needs to be a more comprehensive plan.
It's just one big Test Out isn't it??
Less government
less government buildings
Historical Preservation
Its run down, out dated and needs updated
M
Phony Downtown Advisory studies like the BS Cindy Boyd does
Sports Bar
codes to protect the history of downtown
If the retail is useful and not just full of fluff items that no one can afford.
Nothing that Drew Armstrong should be involved in
If you are not on the planning commission there is not enough parking to open a business
downtown, and with the demolition of our heritage there will be even less reason for me to go
downtown and spend money.
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Who cares? The city shouldn't be in the business in protecting bad real estate investment
decisions.
Let it stay like it is and worry about the roads
Sustainable infrastructure with no debt
Downtown feels more novelty to me. I have 8 kids and it is not economical for me to shop there.
Therefore, I have no reason to go there other than to pay utilities and go to library.
Indoor pool, tailor/sewing & ice cream or frozen yogurt shops
Roads fixed
Downtown needs the roads fixed
Leave it alone
improve current parks
historical theme, attraction of residents
cohesive, better looks, while keeping the old town classic elements.
street lighting, it looks like a major rape spot at night
Downtown needs to focus on specialized businesses (e.g. restaurants, antique shops,
boutiques, games, theater, etc.) Main stream businesses have already gone elsewhere and are
not coming here.
Let the market decide.
Less buildings that are obviously NOT used.
Downtown needs a reason for people to come. One or two restaurants and a boutique is not
enough. There needs to be enough to spend an entire evening there. It has so much potential!
politicians that care about our city heritage, not some employee's ego.
City services
Movie theater
A master plan that makes it a place you want to be
A flower shop! For all the school dances. :)
Nothing leave it alone. No more taxes!!
Any thing not much there
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More people who give a crap that the rest of the city has crumbling roads while 4/5 of the city
council is ducking around with bike paths and splash pads.
more folks appreciating or being thankful of what we do have.
The city blew it when they sent Cabelas to Lehi - no going back!
Hotel
More private business LESS City Taj Mahal!!
Improve the park there
The idea of boutique shops is nice, but maybe it would be best served if it were more open like
the city creek mall in SLC... make it a bit more upscale without being so costly that the
merchants can't afford to go there. It would be a beautiful attraction within the valley
lower taxes
I've never said to myself, "I would patronize XYZ establishment downtown more if only there
was more parking or a bike trail to get there."
You can't force things downtown.
We put way to much emphasis on down town. Our emphasis ought to be on PG BLVD
Unique atmosphere that draws people to want to come to Pleasant Grove downtown to enjoy
the services and atmosphere.
Fix roads
Historic park and walkway
A splash pad? Does the spending never stop. How dumb.
City Council Members that actually understand BUSINESS
Free market businesses. Nothing subsidized. Fix the roads.
Against psb building downtown
Nicer buildings - funded by the private sector, and incentivized by city municipalities to come
Less Fire Stations and less of your agenda to destroy our historical downtown
Technically it is “Historic Downtown” until you bulldoze it all.
As a newer resident, I don't really even know where you would consider "downtown"
Free Market
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Question 18: What kind of new events would you like to see Downtown? (Check any that
apply)
Other:
As a senior citizen who has difficulty walking, I don't get out much.
Stock the fish heavier at Manila Park
Drain the swamp
Cultural Events
Less government
same as above
Any of the above would be fine, but I don't want the City using tax dollars to fund these events.
They are not as important as building our tax base through more businesses that regular folks
would shop at.
With good shops, sidewalk cafes, and street vendors, make it a pedestrian only zone like in
Europe. Parking on periphery.
Obstacle course challenges / swap meets / auctions
Check out Port Jefferson, NY, on how they revitalized their downtown.
We have other space too. Down town can be limiting to participants.
coin show
Free Market
Save the rec center protests
If there isn't money to fix health hazards created by the city there apparently isn't money for
parties.
Less government
less goverment
The fire and pd moving somewhere else
Events that attract people not from PG
Na
Less FIRE Stations and MORE Rec Center
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conservative council members
See above comment
well we can cancel the holy cow, and all of the other events that were at the old rec.
Any third party that applies.
I would worry about prioritizing the needs of the city first!
Heal the city.
Luxury seat theaters, restaurants and shopping centers
Farmers market, Farmers market, Farmers market!!
An event that we, as taxpayers don't have to pay a dime on.
Better roads.
anything, especially arts. would love to see it have more cultural activities
I enjoy all the things we do so far, as well.
Not so pleasant grove parade
It is not the city responsibility to entertain the citizens!
Go cart racing - Hunting, fishing , camping expo Historical event celebration
maybe an expanded farmers market on the weekend
hate historical days where we trash great buildings, and tell the nonresident enployees that they
are pretty, and people really do like them.
Construction of a fire station
I think we are doing fine.
Friday Night events and activities for Date Nights!
Nothing...
None
none
dont care
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None of the above
Leave Business development to Business men..not City Council "wanna-bes"
Speedflying swoop contest!
Food truck night
live theatre, dance
I don't really care.
Theater
Strawberry Days
A unique event that will draw people to Pleasant Grove. Its too bad the grove of trees after
which our comminity name was named for was cut down...perhaps a reenactment with live
characters telling the story of the battles and Indian encounters could be presented in a nice
amphitheatre at mouth of battlecreek canyon, similare to the Castle Dale event.
Any of the ones I haven't selected are fine, but out of city is also fine
Fix roads
Place for Social events, picnic, games
A sign up that says "Our Roads Are Fixed "
Transparent Strawberry Days
Whatever does not cost extra money.
None
The roads fixed.
Nothing
Less Fire Stations
We have plenty
None
No more
A lynch the old buildings day. We can randomly tear down something old.
Free Market
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25. Comments
Question 19 sounds like you want to have a government run internet service. I am totally
against government run internet.
Our favorite event in Pleasant Grove is Strawberry Days. So great job on that!
The survey questions asking for a priority were flawed. The directions seemed to ask for a
ranking, yet there were too many items to rank. The results probably won't tell you what you
wanted to know. The map was too small to read, so I had to go to another map to determine my
neighborhood. I have no idea why my neighborhood is called Monkey Town. I've never seen
any monkeys. Perhaps the early settlers called people in this area monkeys which I find
offensive.
Everyone likes a small town feel, -BUT- we need a retail tax base to help fix our sagging
infrastructure. Sometimes we purchase small things in PG, but most of the BIG stuff in down out
of town because we can't find it here. If we bring 'em here the $$$ will follow.
Please do something about repaving the roads. I put my house up for sale and was told I would
have to take a reduction for living in a city with the worst roads in the county.
We need to fix the roads. Because of how the road is built outside my house, my driveway fills
up with water, the gutter doesn't do it's job so the water just collects there. I've
complained....nothing. Also there is a border who has tons of wood that is a fire hazard for the
surrounding houses just down the street to the South. I know complaints have been sent. Why
isn't anything being done? why don't we have a rec center like Provo??? We need better
facilities.
Drain the swamp
Pleasant grove is a great community. Although it would be nice to see more economic
development, I realize the trade off of some of the things that make pleasant grove so
appealing. I would however support an indoor pool. Even if it meant a tax increase. I love the
idea of high-speed Internet and I would pay for that immediately.
Please fix the streets
Clean up the corruption or we will elect someone who will.
Pleasant Grove needs to do a better job of utilizing their freeway off ramp space for
retail/commercial opportunities. We are getting killed by our neighbors AF, Lehi, and Lindon. We
have a great off-ramp, with opportunities to grow our tax base, but we aren't doing anything with
it.
I think that Pleasant Grove is a gem.
I have only lived here since last Thanksgiving but the friendly folks and beautiful scenery make it
a pleasure so far.
Stop wasting money.
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Thank you for being willing to shoulder what you do. You balance a lot, and yet on the other
hand it's a straight forward position there at the city and on the council: Infrastructure (roads,
water, sewer),emergency services, and a few other things related to planning for incoming
businesses and families...and those alone are enough to keep everyone indefinitely busy :-)
Please FIX THE ROADS!!!!!
We need to focus on reducing our taxes which are already higher than they should be, fixing our
roads, and spending less! We need more focus on the needs of the community and less focus
on the wants.
Good survey!
Aesthetic cohesiveness would go a long way in helping the city development process. Enforce
existing standards and/or create aesthetic standards and make developments stick to them.
There seems to be too much of a disjointed aesthetic scheme with companies being allowed to
just do it their own way leading to a feeling of poor planning, especially around PG Blvd, the
main entrance into the city. The first impression of "the City of Trees" could be better. It would
be wise also to set a standard for limiting the brightness of electronic displays and lighting
overnight. Also, keep with the moratorium on high-density housing. Introduce ways to bring
grocery markets and pockets of single-family homes into medium- and high-density
neighborhoods.
We think the fire dept. should moved to a more central location in PG preferably to where
property values are lower. Same with City Hall. The present buildings should be sold to
businesses are willing to help revitalize downtown.
Love the fact this information is being requested. I understand its hard to balance. My family is
here for the long haul. My biggest fear is complacency and loss of vision of long term goals.
Enforce building codes in place. Stop justifying changes to accommodate small interest groups.
Increase enforcement of housing codes to maintain a vibrant and long term beauty and growth.
Did I mention. STOP THE SPECIAL Interest groups from changing building codes to
accommodate the own financial interest. Keep the vision of long term success and make and
keep the policies to get us there. That is the long term growth and beautification of the city.
I'd love to see library improvements. I'm disappointed with the new growth of high and medium
density housing.
Thank you for the opportunity to give feedback via this survey!! Pleasant Grove has the
opportunity right now to create a city where people want to live and STAY, to work and spend
their money in, IF the City Council and city planners have vision and act in wisdom and
discretion, rather than approving any project that a developer applies for. Please, please, please
work on making our city more than a place for renters and apartments, or a place filled with gas
stations and fast food. Those kind of things make PG no different than any other exit off of the
freeway. We want enhanced recreation, enticing restaurants and good clothing/retail stores,
places to walk and places to play with our kids. Thank you.
The city has already created a big hole with all the high density housing. Larger families drain
resources, schools ,police. And the only tax base to counter is the citizens. No industry means
people of the city are tax slaves. Im over a million dollars invested in pleasant grove and taxed
heavier than anywhere else in utah county
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We need a park in the Sam White neighborhood of the city (between Pleasant Grove Blvd. and
N. County Blvd/2000 W. Street). There are no community parks in the area, but there is a lot of
new housing going up. I am willing to participate in city meetings/discussions to support this
initiative.
high speed internet is critical to growth and expansion and the future-Changing the name of our neighborhood would be nice. It isn't positive. Who wants to live in
Mud Hole
We love PG, we have lived here for many years. We want to stay here, but it is getting so hard
to stay. Rent raises every year. I hope we can stay for many more years.
Finally a public service bond. Lets get our emergency services the facilities and equipment they
need!
Stop spending our taxes on non-essentials and fix our roads.
PG is and always will be home!!
Fix the roads, Fix the roads, Fix the roads, Fix the roads
Roads, Roads, Roads. Hoarders, Hoarders Hoarders. That's it.
PLEASE STOP BUILDING MULTI FAMILY UNITS!!!! You are hurting my value and what these
will look like with so many in 20 years can't be great if we continue to build more. Even the new
lots that are for single family homes are so small. If you look at what Vineyard is doing you could
jump from house to house. Doesn't look good. Lots need to be bigger.
Pleasant Grove roads and streets are despicable. Along with the terrible condition of pavement,
the street lighting is ridiculous. Pleasant Grove's roads are so dark it is scary. I was raised in
Pleasant Grove and my parents still live there, but I refuse to live there for a variety of reasons.
Mis-management of the public works department and the corruption of a write-in mayor being
the top two items on the list. Pleasant Grove is going down hill, quickly.
We love it here! We want to see our community thrive, and we're willing to help make it happen.
Thank you for all you do, Pleasant Grove City!
I'm done. I have been told I'll NEVER see the roads fixed in my lifetime. You all Lied!
I've heard that the recycling was being thrown away. Is this true?
A significant hope for economic development seems to me is located along Pleasant Grove
Boulevard from State Street to the freeway, and nearby areas. Unfortunately the design of
Pleasant Grove Boulevard does not count for any growth in our city. It is already inadequate. It
may be to late, it would be way up on priorities if that could be fixed it is a business and
commuter nightmare. Rip up some of those side walks and get two lanes all the way in both
directions. It is also a serious safety hazard as it pinches traffic and backs up cars in a very
dangerous way for those exiting on the north bound side of the I15
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Lived in Big Springs for 11.5 years and recently moved to Mud Hole.
This city fights change unlike any other city I have ever seen. I understand that in the past
people have wanted to preserve the "small town" feel but that has hurt us economically and we
are far past being a small town. We need to change. We need to bring businesses in that can
provide economic growth and a good tax base. I would love to see us being in a Barnes and
Noble and other shopping opportunities. But I feel the biggest change that needs to be made is
to give our police and firefighters up to date and safe locations to work from. We need to take
care of them so they can continue to take care of us. If we had a decent tax base we wouldn't
be having the issues we face today but we can't go back and change the past. We have to keep
moving forward.
We love it here! We are happy to jump in and help out with services and activities that benefit
the city.
Lack of confidence in PGs ability to plan (seondary water cost a lot more than origanlly quoted $15). City utilities have sharp percentage raises. Bond elections allow majority of residents to
keep raising taxes of people on tight budgets.
I love Pleasant Grove!
love our city. fix roads, add sidewalks, add street lights , neighborhoods are too dark, ADD
dining, shopping, retail, hotel in the area off of the PG Freeway exit. Expand rec center, indoor
pool,
I believe a major problem with PG is that we are becoming a bedroom community with no
shopping/resturants or services. STOP approving multifamily units! Just STOP!! Get some
quality businesses that will increase traffic in PG. Not just workers in office buildings. Then get
some restaurants & shopping. Our town needs help! The schools are suffering because of
housing you approve!
The political divide in Pleasant Grove is severe. This city needs to be more unified.
Our access to high-speed Internet is abyssmal. Please, please help us.
*Pleasant Grove is located in such a beautiful area. With the right planning I know our city can
be one of the most desirable places to live in Utah County, but I am truly worried that one day all
this multi-housing is going to become trashy and our city won't hold its value. It is the main
reason I would move from Pleasant Grove. *My hope also, is that we can create a desirable
outdoor living lifestyle with nicer parks, a splash pad, better outdoor pool, walking/biking paths in
the city and hills. *Improving the city will require money. No one wants to pay more in taxes.
Large anchoring businesses, which I am sure you already know, are the key. The land off the
freeway is our best hope for getting good companies to invest in our city. Larger anchoring
restaurants like the Cheese Cake Factory and business that aren't offered from provo to SLC. I
was thinking there is so much building in Utah County it might work to create a building and
home design shopping area off the exit where people can come to pick out carpet, tile, paint,
home decor etc. In addition to the shopping there could be good sit down restaurants. Utah
county is full of smaller eating shops and lacks a lot of good sit down places. People go to Provo
or SLC to get food like that. Combining good sit down places with home stores like Crate and
Barrel, West Elm, a large home goods (the one in Lehi is too small), even the Tai Pan in the
mall would maybe want to move to a better location. There could also be shops like they offer in
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Gardner Village. We would be different than Lehi and Provo and would make Pleasant Grove a
unique place to come shop and eat. I think we need to not try to recreate what other cities offer
but think about what is missing in Utah County that people drive to SLC for. *Thanks for taking
the time to ask our opinions
Less government. You ruin everything you touch.
Love this city but I think our city council is weak. We need your guys help!!
The lack of retail in the city is troubling. The push is for more commercial offices rather than the
services residents need to enjoy their city and to help increase tax revenue through sales taxes.
Residents take their money to Lehi/AF or to Orem for stores and restaurants because there are
none in PG.
The way you abuse the public is shameful.
Reduce crime. Install security cameras everywhere necessary.
Our city needs to find ways to increase tax revenue from businesses that have long term value.
Pg has been extremely short sighted and has lost to Lindon and Af at attracting businesses.
I love PG, but I wish our library could be expanded and also that there were more parks.
Haven't lived in pleasant grove long. But I love it and hav been meaning to be more involved in
my community and to let my voice be heard more.
I hope this survey is taken seriously. Not like the last one where the opinions of the people were
obviously ignored and city council followed its own agenda. PG roads suck! Please do anything
about it!
Why is the water so expensive compared to orem or lehi?
We have two young children so recreation and family activities are high on our list. We love
living in PG and he sense of community here.
Indoor Pool please
I'm moving!! This town is SCREWED!!
I love the fiber internet idea!
Street maintenance and repair is virtually non-existent. It's an embarrassment to drive on city
streets that are worse than dirt roads in the mountains.
I hope the public will get out and vote for candidates that are honest in the next election. I don’t
know how much more good old buddy stealing from the public I can take.
I am so devastated financially because the city water line breaking me is costing me $32,000. I
have never been late on any bill including my utilities and my taxes. I have served on several
committees as a volunteer for Pleasant Grove just to have them ruin me when the water line
was their responsibility. I did not cause this break. It is my opinion that the city has an obligation
to fix their utilities if they willing take our money every month. The men that dug up the area to
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fix the pipe told my daughter that it was never installed correctly. Someone should have
inspected this and made sure it passed code. That is unless the city is not held to the same
standards and its residents.
Lots of people complain about the streets in PG not being maintained well enough - look for
ways to support those overseeing the streets by locating additional funding for them to get street
projects taken care of.
I love PG!
I think the obvious difference when traveling from other cities to pleasant grove is the roads in
pg have need of repair all over the city. Especially in older subdivisions. I think PG is a
wonderful place. I don't feel the condition of the roads and sidewalks reflects the quality of the
people here accurately. The people here are wonderful. Roads and sidewalks are expensive. I
don't believe the city should acquire a great amount of debt in order to do this and should
explore more commercial activity in the areas closest to the freeway to increase revenue.
I would like to see a change in our pool facilities! Including an indoor pool.
Thank you for soliciting resident opinion. PG is a nice area and I really like living here.
Pleasant Grove is starting to look more like Pleasant 'Concrete' in many areas. Too many
apartment complexes leaves a lot of tall buildings to congest an otherwise lush and scenic
neighborhood. Apartment complexes break down over time, mean less privacy, and eventually
their condition becomes such that no one will want to live in a given complex. Families should
not have to live in an apartment, however new. Families should be able to find affordable, highquality long-term housing. Also, there should be larger fines and harsher legal penalties for
those drug users who litter anywhere in the city of Pleasant Grove. All such fines and legal
penalties should be more swiftly and sharply enforced. Otherwise, Pleasant Grove is a great,
family-friendly place to live. Thank you to local government for working to keep the 'Grove' in
Pleasant Grove.
I will stay here longer if PG stops with the multi family housing !!! And starts thinking outside of
small town mentality. Embrace the growth and be smart about it! Outside influence help the
community and bring in influential people unlike multi family housing.
We really need an indoor pool. Having an indoor pool would make the city money. The high
school and city league teams would use it for swim meets. Pleasant grove also needs a soccer
field. The closest soccer field (besides the high school turf filed) worth playing on is in Orem.
I'd welcome tax incentives to persuade Trader Joe's or the Cheesecake Factory to come in to
Pleasant Grove.
Please stop thinking the citizens will always pay for everything. Cut the fun services and stop
subsidizing these things and get the roads fixed. How will this survey be any different than the
last one the city did? You didn't listend then either!
I would really like to see the city take care of the debt and other problems that we have, rather
than seeking new ways of spending money. I feel like Pleasant Grove is less fiscally responsible
than surrounding cities.
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We have the most corrupt and dishonest government and city council in the history of the city. I
cant wait until the state comes in and audits the city, and you all go to jail.
Make the results of this survey public and audited by an independent third party. Then pay
attention.
When will you listen to the people that pay your salaries? Please fix our roads and stop the
excessive spending!
The City should enforce zoning codes. I live in an area zoned for single family housing. Forty
years ago the city allowed duplexes to be built in the neighborhood. Approximately 6 years the
owner of two of the duplexes illegally converted them to 4-plexes. Because the units do not
have adequate parking, automobiles are constantly parked on the street even during the winter
months. This causes issues with getting the street plowed.
I have never lived in a town where the city is so partial and gives favors to friends. It happens
with the staff and elected. It is troubling and disheartening.
There are lots of things I like about PG. I love the tree's and the quietness. There's enough
retail/fast food/car dealerships. Expanding local business would be good. But overall, I think the
pace and lifestyle here is pretty desirable.
Why is my neighborhood called Mud Hole? That's the worst!
Two major concerns: road conditions, high-density housing
I want an honest effort of public officials to reduce wasted spending and only spend taxpayer
money on things that will be essential to the city such as roads, properly functioning traffic
signals, etc... Anything else should be put on the back burner to avoid increased taxes to
homeowners.
I wish the city would take care of curb and gutter for older homes instead for putting it on home
owners when they are trying to make other improvements to an older home.
Better roads. More sidewalks. 900 S especially.
One thing I don't like about living here is my kids have no where to ride their bikes. We have no
sidewalks and the roads aren't well kept so they can't ride on those either
What I personally want and what I think PG should provide are different things. Prosperous
cities come with a price.
Pleasant Grove is starting to experience blight with the proliferation of multi-family housing,
trailer parks and areas that house almost an entirely transient (rental) population. Pleasant
Grove has a larger per-capita rental/multi-family population than surrounding cities. Large
swaths of the city are entirely multi-family, high-demsity areas that will continue to decline.
The intersection at 1300 w and 1100 n needs to be a 4-way stop. More (or any) walking paths in
north field would be appreciated.
The roads are embarrassing.
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I have no faith that the city will pay attention to this survey. The didn't listen to the citizens the
last time a survey was done.
I would like to see some key business retail with business like Trader Joes, Sportsman's
Warehouse, Bass Pro Shops, etc. Also, places to eat (not just fast food)
Thanks for being able to have a say.
Great town with small town feel. Need to focus more on revenue generating businesses near I15 while keeping the small town feel downtown. Could use more restaurants and hotels. Road
maintenance is poor. Pleasant Grove really needs to improve on this area. The other area that
needs to be considered is the zoning for new residential developments. It seems every orchard
or open field is being developed without any constraints. Homes are being stacked one in front
of the other in order to squeeze more homes onto small lots. Otherwise, great place to live and
raise a family.
This city needs help in it's schools, youth programs, NOT in upgrading city buildings. It also
needs a serious look at the wages of city officials. It makes me sick to look online and see what
just the city planner makes.
We have fallen in love with Pleasant grove and we plan on staying and growing our little family
here. I'm excited to see the city grow!
I love Pleasant Grove, but the contentiousness from certain "involved citizens" against the PSB
has been troubling. If the city is unable to invest in itself we are going to get left behind by our
neighboring cities in attracting new commerce. Roads, public safety, and internet access are
what I am referring to.
I'm happy to live in PG.
We love PG. We have the best people here. I think we need to increase fees so we can get
roads taken care of.
I love to build an ice rink. We are down at the rink in Provo 6 days a week along with many other
skaters from the north. I'd even be willing to find a director and help get it going. Feel free to
contact me.
Mud hole? Who named these neighborhoods? Lol
We need to not only keep residents here for entertainment, restaurants, shopping but to attract
outside residents to come to boost economic input
Please, please, please, fix the roads! When we moved in 10 years ago they were all being torn
up for the secondary water. We figured they would be out back together in a decent matter.
Well, that hasn't happened and whatever comany has been doing anything on the roads during
that time should be fired because the roads are always worse when they get finished.
I wish, on the sidewalks, you would just opt to do the entire city, and assess residents
(depending on what their lot needs) a share of the cost. For example, my home has sidewalk,
but no curb and gutter, because there's a big utility pole in the street. I also have only 50 feet of
frontage and share a driveway with my neighbor, so I can't get any company to come in to
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install curb and gutter, because there are too many problems with my lot for its size. They'd lose
money on me. It would be cost effective if the city tackled installing sidewalks as a whole city,
instead of piecemeal as in the past. Those that have curb, gutter, sidewalk already installed
should be exempt, as they've already paid their share. I say this because I have walked almost
every weekday morning as exercise, all over the neighborhoods. Most of the time, I walk on the
streets because so many sidewalks stop and start randomly. The street, though a bit
dangerous, is more consistent.
My husband's family has lived here for generations & I've adopted the roots- we love it so much
& really want to keep/strengthen the friendly, rural, & safe sense of community. We want to
keep open spaces open, support our first responders/ city officials, and love our neighbors!
Livelong PG Resident. I understand that for the community to solve issues with funding we need
to be better at attracting business. That may mean that some people need to let go of "small
town" USA in some areas of their life. It is tough to have it both ways with expansion of services
and holding on to the way things have always been.
Wherever we live, work or play we should make the very best of it. Whether it be with the
outdoors, community, business and family
I think our city is doing a great job. I'm excited about the prospect of change and taking the next
step in positivism.
Thanks for this opportunity to give feedback! I think this is a great place to live and I appreciate
everyone's efforts towards making it such a great place.
Refocus on the role of government. Spending is out of hand because the City has taken on too
many responsibilities. It is not the responsibility of the city to provide entertainment for it citizens.
If people want a splash pad, let them go where the is one. If they want an indoor pool, let the go
to AF. Every city does not need to provide every thing. If people want it, they can drive a few
miles for it. That makes more sense than making everyone pay for what a few want.
None at this time.
PLEASE BRING IN FASTER INTERNET!!!!!!!!!! I LOVE PG! It is a great city to live and raise a
family in. I hope that we can keep the small town feel but also enjoy the benefits of growth
including economic growth; and that our city leaders will be wise and moral in their duty.
Please keep PG with the small town feel. There are plenty of spaces for new business over by
the highway. But, let's be careful. The strip mall by the liquor store seems to always have
vacancies and not be thriving very well, and we are building more strip malls on the other side of
the street. NO MORE HIGH DENSITY HOUSING!!! Fix the roads!
Love that the city is soliciting public input. Hopeful that PG can look beyond its past. Growth is
good!
Fix the roads. Can't believe that the City is going to continue to neglect the roads after the 2012
survey, the PSB bond fight and ongoing. A token patch here and there is not what we're looking
for.
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I love Pleasant Grove, but I do feel it is time to move ahead in opening the doors to larger
businesses, restaurants, etc to help fund the economic needs of the growth in our town. I don't
plan to move away from PG and want to see it become more economically vital for when I am a
senior. I see that happening through increasing the revenue coming into the city more so that
reducing expense. I feel some in PG have a mindset of cutting expenses to an unrealistic level
rather than looking for ways to generate revenue to help with our needs.
Thanks for asking for feedback. Internet is one of my highest desires... Along with trails and
fixing roads.
We love pleasant grove!
I feel like the city has too much multi-family housing!!! This is going to be a headache for the city
down the road as those buildings age. I'm afraid these areas will bring more crime into our city. I
would not be surprised if already the majority of the police calls are in those areas.
Would love to see a service like Google fiber in PG. Had it in Provo before I moved and that is
the biggest thing I miss. Thank you for doing this.
This city has serious problems--one of the highest debts in Utah, infrastructure problems (roads,
water, who knows what else), and here you are offering more goodies to the community with no
plan I've seen in the last six years for cutting debt and solving the infrastructure problems. You
need to get serious about doing the core portion of your job before you start offering more votebuying toys to the community.
The roads and lack of sidewalks in this town are an embarrassment. I can't even walk around
the block with my kids without having to walk in the road with cars whizzing by. This is my #1
complaint. I think our rec center is AMAZING and it is one of the reasons we moved here. The
programs are impressive and I love the employees. The rec center is a huge asset to our city. I
think if we built a pool that was as much fun as the Lindon Pool it would be a huge draw (either
indoor or updating the outdoor pool). I also think Downtown has so much potential. It has history
and the advantage of being just off State Street, so it could be very walkable if designed right.
But other than like two restaurants there is literally nothing to do there. We need unique shops,
lots of restaurants, park improvements, live music, etc -- but not just one of those things, it
needs all those things. There needs to be enough to spend an entire evening there. And please
tear down that eyesore that is the old rec center! I don't understand why PG Boulevard, which
fairly new, was built with so little shoulder. Why no bike lane? That road is perfect for one. Bike
lanes on all new major roads should be mandatory.
We need to prioritize our roads and keep expenses focused on essential city services.
For the LOVE OF GOD add more internet options in the foothill areas / Battlecreek area. 642k
Internet from Century Link is a joke. There is ONE provider that services us, but it is our only
option....
You don't care about the answers. You will just lie and do what ever you need to do to pay back
your political debt. You only represent the special interstate groups that funded your dishonest
campaign.
We love Pleasant Grove and believe ut us a wonderful place to raise our family. We also believe
in investing in the city through improvemen's such as developing the downtown area with shops
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and restaurants and a theater (plays, not movie) and by providing a new city center with a huge
library, police station and fire department, etc... and that downtown can be a destination for
families and singles to enjoy the natural beauty and trees in a pedestrian enviornment.
I love this city but the ability for the average single family homes to support the high density
burden on services is not working. The city management is struggling to provide and maintain
basic protection, roads and water why would we trust they can give a cost effective internet,
bike trails, more parks and recreation the city focus on more cost consuming high maintenance
items is scary.
Build the "Damn Fire Station" - Marc
Many of the questions are worded in a way that not all perspectives are an option.
I have lived here for 42 years, raised five more here, love my neighborhood, but I am tired of the
city ignoring the road problem. It should be in the budget, not more added taxes to pay for it.
Basicly satisfied
You all are awesome. Thanks for all you do!
More stuff for families to do would be great with keeping the history and cuteness of the town.
Love PG. Difficult to serve with the limited economic tax base. I would make any developer
coming into the area pay heavily to help develop the infrastructure as part of the deal. They walk
away with plenty and should further financially support the burden placed on the city by adding
more homes.
The sidewalks we have in the Little Denmark are are terrible and falling apart.
We love Pleasant Grove! Thanks for working so hard to make it our fave place to have fun, work
and live!
Lived in AF for 35+ years, so I'm still finding out what is in Pleasant Grove when I can easily go
back to AF
No more taxes! Pay off existing debts. No new development. No new improvements. Preserve
small town life and more bedroom community.
Unkept properties, junk in the front yards of many houses is a big problem. City should create
and enforce ordinances. Also Terrible roads is a major problem. Funding/tax should be
assessed to correct.
Would love a farmers market An Arts Center for concerts, theatre etc Crosswalk lighting at jr.
high crosswalk. Street light does not help at night. It's in the wrong place. Needs flashing lights
someone can push as they cross. I'm surprised no one has died at that cross walk yet. There
have been many close calls. I use to live on that street and it was very dangerous to cross.
Vehicles drive fast and do not stop for pedestrians. Someday I fear there may be a tragedy
unless there is improvement.
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We need more businesses in PG to drive more tax revenue that will pay for roads and other
necessities. I would absolutely put a moritorium on multi family housing. In 20 years, PG will be
the projects of Utah County.
The lack of aesthetic appeal of Pleasant Grove is the thing that bothers me most about this
otherwise wonderful place. I was raised in Orange, California. I have watched over the past 20
years as the old downtown Orange Circle area has been restored to a pristine condition,
retaining the charm of the older buildings while adding new, commercially viable businesses.
The city is so beautiful that it's a treat to visit and patronize the restaurants there. The city has
been featured in several movies, including That Thing You Do with Tom Hanks and Big
Momma's House with Martin Lawrence. That city has done what I hope that Pleasant Grove will
do. However, I realize that changes cost money, and I'm not sure I would be in favor of a huge
tax hike to pay for all the things that I envision.
Please manage budgets better. Do more with less.
Please focus on the roads and development.
I'm appalled at how cavalier everyone on our city council, with one exception, has been about
the poor condition of our roads and infrastructure. I also think Cyd LeMone's motion to silence
Ben Stanley on the strawberry days inquiry was shameful, narrow, and obstructionist. We have
too many sacred cows in this city (mainly recreation spending and strawberry days) and not
enough long, hard looks at what is in the long-term best interests of our city. Cyd and her
cronies should be ashamed of the protectionist stance they have taken regarding their buddies
who work for the city. Your job as elected officials is to represent your constituents, not secure
employment and perks for your friends.
Some of the answers I didn't know what to put because I am not familiar with the items. I have
only been downtown maybe 1 time. I have never been inside or know where the library is. I am
not familiar with the events in PG since I have lived here barely a year. I haven't toured or
discovered walking pathways so it was a little hard for me to fill out items of what I would like to
see more of, since I am fairly new here. I did my best. Thanks!
We like living in Pleasant Grove. We would like to see more development of industry/businesses
instead of apartments in the new areas especially along Pleasant Grove Boulevard to help
counter rising costs. We would also like our utility costs to be curbed since they are increasing
rapidly. Our roads definitely are in need of repairs. We need to plan and save for future repairs
and needs and not let it get out of hand as it has in the past.
Overall I'm pretty happy to be here. Thanks!
NA
No more money from us. Manage the money you have.
I have been in PG since I was ten years old with only a few years living away. I have seen PG
go from one stop light in the whole city now to many. I enjoy the small town feel, but also see
the need to have companies here so that the tax revenue can cover costs of city maintenance. I
would love to pay the first responders more and give them the stuff they need because they put
their lives on the line for us citizens everyday. I really love the pleasant in Pleasant Grove!
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The one lane Pleasant Grove Boulevard coming from I-15 needs to be expanded - we have
many areas of higher traffic which need to be addressed.
Please work a way into the budget to improve the roads and sidewalks. People need to clean up
their weeds in the road and the sidewalks as well.
I love pleasant grove!
The city needs to work on improving their website. Very hard to navigate.
Time to change the name of Mud Hole neighborhood to something else. Would like response to
animal noise calls to be responded to in a more timely manner and something done to
effectively stop noise problem. Considering moving because utilities way too high, and don't like
how they raise automatically each year in Spring even if usage hasn't changed.
Our city is so unPleasant because of control freak, defensive, self important, self righteous,
undeserving elected officials that use Facebook comments from friends and family as a basis of
popularity. We need elected officials the humbly represent the citizens...not each other .
It would be awesome to have a grass park right up against the mountain near Grove Creek on
the mahogany side. Water utilities are a lil on the high side here but not sure what can be done
about that. There is a lack of some sidewalks going from residential to the business areas on
the south west side but other wise PG is pretty great!
I think it would be really important to redo the police and fire station. As a victim going to your
guys place was cold and hard. The rooms were dreary and after you've been victimized it's the
last place you would want to be.
Please fix the roads! They are ridiculous
I would really like to see recycling made easier. I have a son in North Carolina and they charge
for garbage pickup but recycling is free.
I feel like we pay way to much for our city bill. I know other people that pay LESS for all of their
bills combined and we pay WAY MORE than them! And our roads are horrendous! You can't
even bike on our roads because they are so horrible. The only place you can do any type of
exercise is on the Murdock trail. And as a female sometimes I am super nervous being out there
alone. It also makes me sad seeing all the new development going up everywhere. PG is no
longer a small town. Which I understand you need growth and the money from businesses its
still just hard to see. Also the signs coming off the freeway coming north is a JOKE! We need a
stop sign or a turn only when green or something. I don't know how many wrecks I have seen
there and how many times I've almost been hit coming off the freeway. Please fix this!!! No
other city has that kind of exit off the freeway. Thanks!
Please fix the roads, especially 900 W at 1800 N! It has caused car damage and has been
unacceptable for years.
I moved to Pleasant Grove in 1996 because we were a young couple buying our first home and
the location was a compromise between our two jobs and it had a low cost of living. Eight years
later we built a home nearby because we liked our neighbors, wanted to live in the same area,
and again the costs were comparatively low. Two conditions recently have made me consider
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moving. First, the abysmal internet service available at our address make it nearly impossible
for me to work from home as I would occasionally like to do. Second, the squabbles over the
PSB and the perspective projected by such a large percentage of our population make me
question whether this is a place I can continue to identify with. Civic buildings should be a
source of pride for a community, and I feel many people in PG would rather save $10/year and
have our public services housed in double-wide trailers. Pleasant Grove has become the
laughing-stock of Utah County.
I don't like that people can run high traffic businesses out of their homes. This increases the
traffic on my street and often times blocks my driveway. I live on a cul-de-sac and there is way
too much traffic. I also don't like how the Water Garden movie theater has their dumpsters
picked up before 7 am on Saturdays. It's too noisy for that early. I would be very happy to
purchase fiber internet for $65/month. I don't like how Comcast has a strangle hold on us if we
want high speed. Furthermore, they aren't always reliable.
Yes we needed new buildings and fix the roads. But you should have been doing this all along.
Do NOT raise our taxes and fees to make up for POOR management.
Pleasant Grove is a great place to live. The Streets and Infrastructure are in desperate need of
improvement. Control of good retail on PG BLVD and other areas are important. Crime and
safety is also very important to control.
After working for the city for 34 years, I can truly appreciate the struggles of trying to provide for
the citizens of our community. The needs are greater than the resources. We have done a good
job for many years with limited budgets, but we are falling behind in some areas. Our
community should be wise, yet visionary in our progress towards our future.
The city needs better leadership with their priorities better and stop spending, spending
spending
This town had the worse spending habits than any town I have ever lived in. Please fire all the
council except for Mr. Stanley. He is the only one that will really listen to us.
Downtown redevelopment with restaurants and entertainment, keeping the small town feel
would be great! Cravings Bistro is the only quality restaurant PG has.
Let's finish Valley Vista please.
Could Pleasant Grove be any more miss managed than it is now?
There is a small group of citizens led by Councilman Ben Stanley that are a cancer within our
city. The bullying and pure disrespect to the majority of our city leadership is an embarrassment
you or community. It's sad that for every step taken forward, they manage to take our city back
3. I support our police, fire and local authorities and thank them for all they do.
Fix the roads. Fix the roads. Fix the roads. Why would this city even consider providing internet
when they can't even perform one of their most basic functions: fixing and maintaining roads?
I love pleasant grove and the rural small town feel let's keep that
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Great survey questions! Love that the city is asking residents to participate in its future. Really
want the fiber internet! Comcast runs the internet mafia around here.
Will comments help? Will you listen to us? Fix the roads.
I would love to see an updated website for the city and recreation department.
The Valley View Bike Trial system is great and a wonderful addition to the city. Please keep
developing similar sites. Also we need to FIX THE ROADS
I've lived in PG my entire life. We need to make improvements and restore unity or I may plan to
build my next home somewhere else. The PSB finally being passed helps!
My biggest concerns are the lack of maintenance on our roads and sidewalks. My children walk
to school on 1100 North and hit many places where there is no sidewalk. They are then walking
on dirt near a busy road. My second concern is the lack of historic preservation of our downtown
area. I'm sickened that building a new police/fire building means tearing down the Old Rec
Center. Both can exist. Why not convert the Old Rec Center into a new city library? Put the new
police/fire into the current library space. The library is much too small and could benefit from the
large size of the Old Rec Center. Provo City did it with their old/new library! Downtown PG has
such character; why tear it down little by little?
PG Law Enforcement is terrific! Had several positive experiences getting help from our officers.
Thank you!!! Disappointed that our utility costs are going up so quickly. $400+ per year now for
secondary water. Ouch.
I love pleasant grove
We love Pleasant Grove and are looking forward to the future here full of positive changes.
When will Council and staff do their job and MANAGE??? Your always looking to do anything
other then manage. Always looking for something to spend tax dollars on. Resign already.
I would love some restaurants here. A F has all of them and they keep getting more!!!
I love pleasant grove. Please keep strawberry days and try to keep it downtown
I love PG and am excited to see the new psb
Why are we even considering providing internet? It isn't the city's job to provide internet. You
aren't an internet provider...focus on the city.
I love PG. We moved here because it was less crowded and had the small town atmosphere.
Let's keep it small. Stop building the high density housing.
Reduce government Spending
Please stop building apartments/condos, etc. More affordable single family homes.
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Pleasant Grove is wonderful. Many good things on the horizon. In question 6 for additional
transit options, I would specifically love to see a Utah County Trax line through PG at some
point, not more busses.
You have not even cashed the check for the bond, and you are looking for something else to
raise tax for. Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax
tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax
tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax
tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax
Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax
tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax
tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax Tax tax tax tax
I think Pleasant Grove is a great city, but needs to find ways to fund necessary improvements,
particularly maintenance on roads and parks, and a new library. It's past time to stop waiting for
future sales tax growth to save us.
You guys do better than what certain people want to give credit for. :) thanks!
Thanks for putting out this survey and giving me a voice. I'm too lazy to go to city meetings.
Why is my neighborhood called Mud Hole? Feels a little weird to say that like it's a good thing. :/
I prefer to see fewer regulations from the City. The cost of the roads needs to be supplemented
by the General Fund.
Please fix our residential roads. Grove Creek is in need of said improvements.
I am really unhappy with the development downtown. Especially the high density housing on
100 north and by Watergardens. I believe developments Luke these are ruining the feel of
Pleasant Grove.
Develop along state street, its an eye sore to see abandon offices and houses. Stop putting in
apartments, increase residential, and stop having commercial eat into the only good residential
left.
What a great survey!
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